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3.00 – 3.10

Welcome and introduction
AGM Procedures
Alexander Stafford MP (Chair)

3.10 - 3.20

Creative Health & Wellbeing
Amy Vaughan, Director, Change Programmes, Arts Council England

3.20 - 3.30

Heritage & Wellbeing
Linda Monckton, Head of Wellbeing & Inclusion Strategy, Historic England

3.30 – 3.45

Evidence Update
Alexandra Coulter, Director, National Centre for Creative Health

3.45 – 4.00

Case Study
Julie McCarthy, Strategic Lead, Greater Manchester Health & Social Care Partnership

4.00 – 4.10

Address from Lord Parkinson
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Arts, Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport

4.10 - 4.25

Q&A and General Discussion

4.25 - 4.28

Closing Remarks
Lord Parkinson

4.28 - 4.30

Summary and next steps
Alexander Stafford MP

Amy Vaughan
Director Change Programmes
Arts Council England

Creative Health & Well-being & Let’s Create
What we say in Let’s Create:

How Creative Health will support this:

By 2030, we want England to be a country in which the creativity
of each of us is valued and given the chance to flourish, and
where every one of us has access to a remarkable range of highquality cultural experiences

We will promote creative health as a fundamental part of living well, for
individual lives, in communities, and globally. This work will enhance our shared
understanding of the importance of creativity in people’s lives.

The three Outcomes focus on:
1. how people can develop personal creativity at every stage of
their lives;
2. how culture is created by and with people in their
communities, and how it shapes the places in which they
live, work, learn and visit;
3. the development of the innovative, collaborative and
internationally-facing professional cultural sector that will be
needed over the next decade.

Our work on creative health will:
1. position creativity at the heart of people’s lives, particularly those
experiencing inequalities;
2. support the act of connecting people with their communities through
creativity, particularly in places where access to culture is limited and where,
in turn, health inequalities are often present;
3. support the creative innovations of professionals working in this sphere and
enhance the global reputation of the partnerships between our country’s
creative and cultural and health and wellbeing sectors.



Partnerships – working strategically
with the health and social care
sectors and our key partners



Place – embedding the work in our
place-based approach and related
data and outcomes



Practitioners – focusing on skills
development for creative
practitioners and supporting best
practice

Organisation Actions:
•

Creative health and wellbeing actions being integrated into our planning
processes from April 2023

•

Developing funding guides for our rolling funding programmes and building
into advice giving

Creative Health Actions:
• Working with NASP to build on the Thriving Communities programme
• Skills development programme for staff
• Data sharing agreements with relevant partners
• Measuring public opinion
• Shared agreements with other arms length bodies
• Strategic roles within key organisations

Priorities:
•

Relationships with a range of leading research institutions and advocates

•

Collaborations with research partners to build a comprehensive evidence base

•

Work with agencies such as the Centre for Cultural Value to identify gaps in research

•

Identifying and promoting examples of innovation and good research practice in the
cultural sector

•

International knowledge exchange through our relationship with the World Health
Organisation

Leading to:
•

More productive partnerships with the health and social care sector

•

Evidence driven place-based work resulting in investment from regional health bodies

•

Practitioners having the means to make a stronger case for investment in their practice

Delivery Plan Refresh
“We will publish a detailed plan that describes how we will work in the field of Creative Health. It will set out a
commitment to strengthen partnerships with the health and care sector, embed healthcare priorities into our work
in place, and support creative practitioners to grow their contribution to this area of work.”

“We will work in collaboration with strategic partners to develop capacity by delivering a project that increases
connectivity in place, enabling local cultural networks and creative practitioners to gain access to health care partners
and engage with Social Prescribing and associated opportunities.”
“We will support the infrastructure that can establish culture as a key intervention in the health and wellbeing of
communities. We will do this through supporting a Senior post at the National Academy of Social Prescribing to
represent Arts & Culture and by working with the National Lottery Community Fund to develop a potential pilot
programme with up to seven Integrated Care Systems.”

Wellbeing and Heritage

Dr Linda Monckton
Head of Wellbeing and Inclusion Strategy
linda.monckton@historicengland.org.uk

HISTORIC ENGLAND WELLBEING AND HERITAGE STRATEGY
MAY 2022

What does this look like for heritage?

Heritage Volunteering Geographic disparities

Dementia and loneliness

Research findings
• There is lower heritage exposure in areas of the
highest deprivation
• Fewer people visited heritage when their
neighbourhood did not contain any heritage sites

This research is the result of a collaboration between the
University of Glasgow places and health programme at the
Medical Research Council/Chief Scientist Office/Social and
Public Health Sciences Unit and Historic England

Heritage volunteering at ‘at risk’ heritage sites

The attributes most often and/or most
strongly associated with wellbeing
were
1.
2.
3.
4.

rural setting,
ruinous condition,
outside activity,
activity making a difference (to the
asset or in other ways),
5. physically demanding activity and
activity engaging with local (nonvolunteer) communities.

Some felt their volunteering had created
new place attachments:


“I can't say it's my heritage because
obviously I wasn't born in this country.
But I suppose I've, you know, it's
become my place” (HAR17)

Some really connected with new
perspectives:


“I think I have learnt, how to actually
get on with people whose views
might be rather different from mine.
In other words, the virtues of
cooperation as opposed to
confrontation, [are learnt] if you're
involved in a project like this”
(HAR06).

Volunteers on the Monumental Improvement project training to survey monuments at Castle Dore, Cornwall. ©
James Gossip, Cornwall Archaeological Unit

Some developed new skills and others put
existing skills to use in a new context.

Volunteers from the ‘Monumental Improvement’ project clearing scrub around an archaeological monument at
Kynance Gate, Cornwall. © Jacob Parry, Cornwall AONB

Worcester Life Stories
A story of how an Historic Environment
Record came to support Older People and
People living with Dementia.
The HER is the official Worcester database
with 35,000 images of Worcester from the
1950s onwards.

This was a resource of great potential
benefit for patients if only it could be
made accessible to them.
A new on-line platform for community
access with uploading options.

Linked to a capacity to create a private
digital life story or personal book.
A link to an NHS platform for local
healthcare.

“For me as a Clinical Psychologist, I can see
how heritage makes a difference for
people living with dementia”
Dr Natasha Lord, Herefordshire and
Worcestershire Health and care Trust

summary



Access to and engagement with heritage has wellbeing benefits



These are most beneficial for those with lower levels of wellbeing



Communities disadvantaged by social and economic circumstances have
less chance of accessing heritage.



As the Glasgow research shows we must work on place-based schemes to
tackle inequality in exposure to heritage in poorer neighbourhoods.



But none of this is possible if the assets themselves and the resources that
support like HERs are not present and protected.



Not all local authorities even maintain HERs.

Action
project

outcome
Legacy and
meaning making

Heritage (HAR)
volunteering

Worcester Life
Stories

Levelling up mission

Levelling up clause

Pride of Place
Mission

Connectedness
with people and
place

Wellbeing Mission

Physically
demanding

Health Mission

Provide access
point for heritage

Pride of Place
Mission

Meet Local Quality
of Life Needs

Wellbeing Mission

Link with local NHS
infrastructure

Health Mission

Protect the
heritage assets
(LUR Bill clause 92)

Make HERs
statutory (LUR Bill
clause 185)

Further reading
https://historicengland.org.uk/whatsnew/research/introduction-to-issue-20-thewellbeing-edition/

https://historicengland.org.uk/imagesbooks/publications/wellbeing-and-thehistoric-environment/wellbeing-and-historicenvironment/

https://historicengland.org.uk/whatsnew/research/a-wellbeing-and-heritagestrategy-for-historic-england/

T h e National Centre for Creative Health will advance good practice and
research, inform policy and promote collaboration, helping foster the conditions
for creative health to be integral to health and social care and wider systems.

T h e Knowledge: Dorset by Stephen Farthing
1997/8
Dorset County Hospital

T h e Whitworth
Untitled 2016 by Anya Gallacio (known as the Ghost Tr e e
because it is a life-size stainless steel replica of a tree which
was removed)

Thomson L, Morse N, Elsden E, Chatterjee H. Art,
nature and mental health: assessing the biopsychosocial
effects of a ‘creative green prescription’ museum
programme involving horticulture, artmaking and collections.
Perspectives in Public Health. 2020;140(5):277-285.
doi:10.1177/1757913920910443
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1757913920910443

Centre for Evidence Based Medicine and GLAM, Gardens, Libraries and Museums, Oxford
University https://www.phc.ox.ac.uk/research/social-prescribing/gardens-libraries-and-museums-for-

T h e Pandemic and Beyond
research Programme
https://pandemicandbeyond.exeter
.ac.uk/projects/coping-creativelyarts-health-and-wellbeing/

Mughal R., Thomson, L.J.,
Chatterjee, H.J et al. (2021)
Community COVID: How can
community assets address health
inequities? London: University
College London
https://culturehealthresearch.files.w
ordpress.com/2021/12/communitycovid-report-december-2021.pdf

Quian Sun, Royal College of Art, Nature’s Way: https://pandemicandbeyond.exeter.ac.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2022/01/NaturesWay_Sun_PolicyBrief_Nov21.docx-.pdf

T h e Phoenix Project
https://greenclose.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/01/Phoenix_Project_Evaluation.pdf
Phoenix Rising
https://phoenix-rising-wellbeing.co.uk/
Phoenix Takes Flight
Lancashire University

T h e Phoenix Project: See-d with artist, Pete

A Systematic Review of Arts-Based
Interventions Delivered to Children and Young
People in Nature or Outdoor Spaces: Impact
on Nature Connectedness, Health and
Wellbeing

Zoe Moula, Karen Palmer and Nicola Walshe
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/f
psyg.2022.858781/full

Cambridge Curiosity and Imagination’s (CCI) Fantastical Forest in 2021, created with young ArtScapers from two Cambridge primary schools.

Greater Manchester
A Creative Health City Region

A creative health city
region in practice
Leadership: GM and in localities
Knowledge: access to information about creative
health assets, methodologies and practice
Commissioning: create the conditions for
investment in co-produced creative health
programmes and interventions.
Workforce: provide networking and professional
development and training opportunities for all those
engaged with creative health across the health, care
and cultural sectors.
Evidence: convene a creative health evidence hub,
draw on academic institutions, data analysts, health
experts, access to big data. Creates capacity to
monitor the contribution of creative health
approaches against the GMS and ICS Strategy.
Communication: promote and advocate our work,
networking and mutual support.

Delivery plan for creative health
Creative Health delivery plan focusing on population health,
life course and clinical pathways.
For example
• Live Well & Social Prescribing
• CYP Social Prescribing

• Culture Champions and creative ageing
• Venture Arts and personal budgets
• Music in Mind (Camerata)

Live Well

We need to purposefully invest in the
resilience and wellbeing of our people
and our communities as part of an
integrated, place based public service
delivery model, if we are to build healthy
prosperous places and lives.

The Next Level: Good Lives for All in Greater Manchester

The report of The Greater Manchester Independent
Inequalities Commission

Social Prescribing College Pilot
AOC & StreetGames
• Pastoral staff trained and supported as connectors
• Some dedicated link workers
• Pathways for support and advice co-created with health,
culture, education and voluntary sectors
• A hyperlocal service, with low thresholds for access, limited
waiting times and broad choice to facilitate engagement.
• Creative co-commissioning. Enhanced enrichment offer, new
activity with local providers. Building relationships and
pathway for young people.

8 colleges over 18 months

#BeeWell Social Prescribing Schools’ Pilot

University of Manchester. Anna Freud Centre

Children in Need. GM Mental Health Commissioning.
Curious Minds
• Youth Health Champions training in schools (RSPH), equipping them with the tools,
support and networks to make a positive impact on mental health and wellbeing of
young people in their own the communities
• Including new Creative Health module
• Neighbourhood co-commissioning fund to develop destination activity
• YP led mental health campaigns
• Co-produced support models for young people based on what they prioritise
• Place-based: bringing together schools, VCSE, health, locality partners within a
neighbourhood
18 schools in 5 neighbourhoods

Culture Champions

Culture Champions uses culture and creative activity
as a vehicle to encourage active citizenship.
Addressing isolation

Active older citizens - empower and support older
adults to become more active and have more agency
in the wider community.

Culture Champions have developed new civic space in their
communities where other older people can collaborate
and participate.
Culture Champions feel strongly that they and others who
engaged in a similar programme benefit by:
• Being more connected to local activities, which in turn
strengthens connections to the wider community and
combatting isolation
• Developing skills and confidence through social and
creative activity
• Being encouraged to stay or become an active citizen
• Having a voice and role in the cultural life of their
neighbourhood and ensuring they feel valued
• Providing ways to improve wellbeing (see Five Ways to
Wellbeing).

‘WRRIGHTTINNGS ON WALL’ Barry Anthony Finan,

British Ceramics Biennial, 2019.

Learning disabled people
becoming successful
artists through major
shows, residencies, sales
and
Commissions.

Delivering social value and enabling learning disabled people, and artists, to participate
more fully in culture, employment, and society

“My daughter with Downs’ Syndrome
attends Venture Arts. As part of a work
scheme, in partnership with a local
school, Venture Arts enabled my
daughter to be a tutor to teach
primary children about being a potter.
Where else could she be given such a
great opportunity? And what a great
way to break down barriers by show
casing my daughter’s talent to children
learning about pottery.”

“I joined Venture Arts about 6
months ago, I like the building and
doing textiles and photography. I do
work experience at Manchester
museum and I’m going to do a
speech on 21st July there about the
archery. I’ve invited people from
work, my cousins and my friends,
Laura, Jo and Jackie.”

Music in Mind- Manchester Camerata

Group-based musical
improvisation to encourage and
empower people with dementia
to express themselves and
communicate with others – a
conversation without words.
Delivered by the orchestra’s
specialist team of musicians and
music therapists.
Real instruments (not toys).
Music In Mind Remote: training
health care professionals.
Potential to reduce costs associated
with avoidable agitation up to
£15,000 over 3 months.

Outcomes
Increased social
interaction with other
residents (100%)
Increased activity levels
outside Music in Mind
sessions (77%)
Greater sense of
wellbeing (100%)

‘Throughout the sessions the carers have
learnt so much about the residents that
has been brought out through music, and
probably wouldn’t have been brought out
in other ways. They have been able to
enjoy the last moments of someone’s life,
because quite often, obviously someone
with dementia deteriorates, but when
they take part in the Music in Mind
session, the last moments of their life are
really positive.’

‘They were reaching out to the
cello, and then the musician said
‘’Oh yes, of course you can’’, so
the musician had their hand on it
and the resident had their hand,
and they were playing something
lovely and it was beautiful music
together. My expression was
absolutely wow! I couldn’t
believe my eyes, what I was
seeing because that resident
would have looked nothing like
that before.’ (care home staff)

Julie McCarthy
Strategic Lead Live Well and Creative Health
GMCA & Greater Manchester Health & Social
Care Partnership
julie.mccarthy@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk

https://gmbeewell.org

